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REEF VOYAGE BROWN BRONZE
Code: RF002616

  € 59,95  € 89,95   - 33% 

FEATURES
Inset high density sawtooth swellular rubber outsole for durability
Seamless pig skin liner, for no break in period
Outsole grade molded midsole to create less waste

Super soft cushion EVA footbed under premium waterproof leather footbed
ISA lite waterproof full grain leather upper and footbed

DESCRIPTION
The timeless design and premium quality of leather sandals never goes out of style. Whether you’re hitting the open road, gearing
up for a night out or chasing the perfect wave, your go-to sandals should stand up to every adventure. Fit for any wardrobe or
occasion, the Voyage collection is Reef’s newest addition to the Swellular collection. Packed with the comfort, support and traction
of Reef’s Swellular Technology and elevated with a sleek design, the Voyage collection delivers the perfect blend of style and
function. Its innovative construction features environmentally friendly leathers that are waterproof and durable, yet soft enough to
eliminate any break-in time. The non-abrasive strap provides all day comfort in a sandal that can stand the test of time, water and
travel, with all the style benefits of a classic leather sandal. We stand behind the Voyage with a Limited lifetime warranty and give
you the most versatile sandal ever. 

]SWELLULAR TECHNOLOGY
Built around three layers of innovative material: a super-soft, contoured foam deck for instant comfort, a medium-density midsole
for long-lasting support, and a high-density rubber outsole for traction, protection and durability.

WATERPROOF LEATHER
100% of leather components are tanned in a facility rated Silver or Gold by a third-party environmental audit through the Leather
Working Group judges and classifies tanneries based on energy use, waste product and water treatment.

SILVER OR GOLD RATED TANNERY
Now you can beach even more freely, thanks to a million tiny little holes for extra ventilation and comfort.
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